
Community Organizer Internship – 2019-20 

University of Wisconsin Hillel Foundation   
Hillel offers semester or year-long internship opportunities for outstanding college students at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Through these paid positions, students gain a unique opportunity to 
affect many aspects of Jewish life on campus while receiving professional learning experiences. 
The Community Organizer interns help make connections among students and their interests.   
  
Click: tinyurl.com/uwhillelintern or email Aaron aseligman@uwhillel.org with any questions.  
 
Description: A community organizer internship is for students who have a voice and a vision. Hillel is a 
big and open tent and we count on our community organizers ensure that Jewish student life on campus 
feels just right. Your role is to make connections and create experiences that show all students that 
they’re welcome and included. As a community organizer, your job is to know what the people in your 
community want from Hillel and make things happen! You’ll be talking to people you know and getting 
to know new people. You’ll do it by talking over coffee, connecting at meetings, attending events, 
planning programs and building our Jewish community in new and exciting ways.  
 
You’ll be successful if: You know how to ask and you know how to listen. You’ve never met a 
conversation you didn’t like. You’re not shy about introducing yourself to a lost looking stranger in a 
coffee shop. You’re organized, creative, connected, and cooperative. You care about Jewish students 
and campus life. You know what goes on at Hillel and elsewhere and you’re excited to check things out.  
 
Ideal Participant Profile: You’re connected to a community on campus and you want to play a role in 
shaping its relationship to Hillel. You’re both a joiner and a doer who’s equal parts leader and supporter. 
You might be nervous or have a little bit of stage fright, but you’re willing to put yourself out there! 
You’ve got some ideas and you want to turn them into a reality for friends, neighbors, and everyone else 
to enjoy. You click “interested” a lot, but when you click “going,” you mean it. 
  
Requirements: In addition to meeting many new people and helping organize programs as part of the 
Community Organizer role, you will be part of Hillel’s Intern cohort. This will include: 

 Attending a fall leadership retreat (date TBD during the summer) 

 Participating in weekly meetings with other interns and Hillel Staff 

 Hosting/helping host Hillel programs, including Shabbat dinners 
 
Benefits: In addition to the opportunity to connection, build, and shape your community on campus, 
you will receive: 

 Regular professional development trainings and mentoring   

 Knowledge of how a nonprofit organization that is part of an international network 

 Free coffee (and some meals) from Adamah Café 

 A reliable reference/recommender for jobs/scholarships 

 A paid stipend 

 Opportunity to earn academic credit and/or a leadership certificate 
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